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INTRODUCTION 
In this note we show uniqueness and stability of a weak solution of 
Dirichlet and the Neumann boundary value problems for the equation 
Au =j We consider stongly nonlinear differential operators A of order 2m 
given by 
Au = 1 (- 1)‘“’ D*(A,(., Du)) (Du = (D”u),,, sm). (1) 
Id/ <m 
The assumptions for the coefficient functions A, are related to those used 
in the existence theory for strongly nonlinear elliptic problems (cf. Brow- 
der [S-7], Gossez [ll, 121, Hempel [14], R. Landes [17], Simader [23]). 
Up to now the stability and uniqueness problem for strongly nonlinear 
equations has not been studied very much. Brezis and Browder (cf. [3,4]) 
proved the existence of a unique weak solution for equations of the form 
Bu + g( ., u) =S, where the strong nonlinearity g only depends on u but not 
on its derivatives. They use approximation results of Hedberg (cf. [13]), 
which were first applied by Webb [25] in the existence theory. But Hed- 
berg’s approximation seems not to work if the strong nonlinearity depends 
not only on u but also on its derivatives, the case in which we are par- 
ticularly interested in this note. 
Mustonen and Simader obtained uniqueness results for strongly non- 
linear second order operators on bounded star-shaped domains (cf. [20]). 
In [24] Simader considers more general operators of the form Bu+ Gu. 
Here B is a monotone elliptic operator of order 2m with at most 
polynomial growth. The coefficient functions g, of Gu = C,,, <,,, 
( - 1 )‘*I D”( g,(D%)) satisfy a sign and an oddness condition only. But in 
both notes [20] and [24] the star-shapedness of the domain is essential. 
In the present paper we consider more general operators than in [24] by 
allowing the strong nonlinearities to depend on u and all its derivatives up 
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to the order m. Further we only ask the coefficient functions A, to behave 
like the derivatives of a convex function but they need not be the derivative 
of a variational functional. We also extend the class of domains on which 
we prove uniqueness results. 
It is obvious that if the weak solution belongs to the space of test 
functions, we easily get uniqueness with a strict monotonicity condition. 
Since in the theory of strongly nonlinear differential equations the test 
space is only a dense subspace of the underlying Sobolev space, it is not a 
trivial fact that one may test with a weak solution. Depending on regularity 
properties of the domain we construct an approximaton in VP(Q) of any 
weak solution u by smooth compact support functions uj lying in the test 
space such that (Au, u,) + (Au, u). The construction of the approximation 
is based on the existence of suitable transformations on 51 leading Q strict 
to its interior in the Dirichlet case or producing sets including 52 strictly in 
the Neumann case. 
NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS AND FIRST RESULTS 
Let Q c RN be an open bounded domain. By VP(Q) we denote the 
Sobolev space of all UE Lp(Q) having generalized derivatives 
D”u = a’%/(ax;l. . . . .8x?) E L”(Q) for all multi-indices a = (a1 ,..., aN) with 
[a( =C,“=, Eifm. We have ad/30ai<fii for all i= l,..., N and acBo 
a < p and CI, < /Ii holds at least for one i E {l,..., N}. Further we define a! := 
a,!...:a,! and for b<a:(z)=a!/B!(a-/I)!. 
The norm of UE IV”‘*“(Q) is defined by 11 uIJ,,~ = (CIEIGm /ID’uI~{,~)~‘~, 
where II u II o.p = (jQ ) u I p dx)“” is the norm in Lp(Q). W?p is the closure of 
C:(Q)c VP(Q) with respect to the 11’ /I,,p-norm. The norms in the dual 
spaces are denoted by 11 u I( pm,p, for u E (W;;+‘(Q))* and by )I u I( :m,ps for 
u E ( Wm.p(i2))*, each with p’ =p/(p - 1). If there might be confusion about 
which domain the norm is considered on, we add the domain in the follow- 
ing way: II. IIm,p~R~. Further we use the following norms: 
II u II (“(RI := 1 sup I ~“4x)l f or f unctions u E Ck(Q) with bounded 
lx[</( YER 
derivatives up to the order k, k E N u { 0) 
II z.4 II c-~.‘(Q) := II 24 II cqn, + sup 
14x) - 4Y)l 
V;.I.ER lx-Yl 
for bounded Lipschitz 
continuous functions 24 o CO.‘(Q) c CO(Q). 
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We define the space Ck(B) to consist of all those functions UE Ck(Q) for 
which Pu has a continuous extension to the closure a of Q for all CI with 
0 < 1~11 <m, (D’u = u). u IR denotes the restriction of a function u to 8. 
Throughout this note the vector <E R” stands for the vector 
DU=Pa4,0r,a?l and the component <, of 5 represents the derivative D”u. 
The number of components of the vector Du is S. Further, we denote the 
ith unit vector in R” by e, and the unit vector corresponding to 5, by e,. 
Let us introduce some abbreviations: 
If A,( -, Du) D”u E L’(Q) for two elements U, u E Wm@(Q) we write 
(Au,u):= 1 1 A,(.,Du)D’udx, 
IorlLrn Q 
and for f~ (VP(Q))*, u E PP(Q) 
(f, 0) :=f(u). 
With these notations we state the definitions of weak solutions of boundary 
value problems corresponding to the operator A given by (1). 
DEFINITION 1. For a given f~ ( I+‘:J’(~))* (p> 1) we call u a weak 
solution of the Dirichlet problem for the equation Au =f iff 
(i) UE WzP(B), 
(ii) A,(., Du)EL’(Q) for all c( with 1~1 <m and 
1 A,( ., Du) D”u E L’(Q), 
IorlSrn 
(iii) (Au, 0) = (f, 0) for all @E C?(Q). 
DEFINITION 2. For a given f E ( Wmsp(Q))* (p > 1) we call u a weak 
solution of the Neumann problem for the equation Au = f iff 
(i) 24E Pp(Q), 
(ii) A,(., Du)~L’(f2) for all u with 11~1 <m and 
Now we have to specify the operators A we are interested in by giving 
the assumptions for the functions A, which define A: 
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(A 1 )( 1) The mappings A, : Sz x R” + R satisfy the Carathbodory con- 
dition, i.e., 
A .(. , <) : Q + R is measurable for all 5 E IL!“, 
A Jx, . ) : R” + R is continuous a.e. in 0, 
for every CL with 1 tl\ dm. 
(2) There exists a function F: UP + R satisfying the condition (F1 ) 
below, such that there is a c > 0 with 
(b) 
a 
I A&> 511 G c ag, f'(5) I I a.e. in Q, for every a with 1 a 1 <m. 
(3) The following monotonicity condition holds: 
c (A,(x, O-A&, PM5AJ~O for all t;, ZE R”, < # r. 
IllGrn 
For the convex function we require: 
(Fl) The mapping F: IRS -+ [w is continuously differentiable and con- 
vex, and satisfies: 
(i) F(t)30 for all [ERY, F(O)=O. 
(ii) For every Jo {l,..., s}, a Kj 2 1 exists such that for lj~ R the 
estimation 
F(t 1 T...T - 4j,..., 5s) G KjJ’(< 19.~ tj,..., ts) 
holds true. 
(iii) F(e,r,)d F(5) for all lrz IL!“. 
Depending on the underlying domain, we need a further condition for 
the convex function: 
(F2) The mapping F: R” --+ R has the properties of (Fl ) and satisfies 
additionally 
(iv) for every k~ N u (0) and a, flE NN with Ial = IbI =k con- 
stants c, c’> 0 exist such that for every t E R the estimation F(e,t) < 
cF(eB t) < c'F(r, t) holds. 
(A2) We say that the operator A fulfills the condition (A2) if it 
satisfies (Al ), with (Fl ) replaced by (F2). 
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(A3)(1) The mappings A,: Iw ’ -+ R are continuous for all c1 with 
la1 Gm. 
(2) For all 5, f~ R” there is a constant c > 0 such that 
for all k = 0, l,..., m. 
(3) Same as (A1)(3). 
Remark 1. (i) Because of the convexity of F we have with (Al) 
a.e. in Sz for all 5, FE UP. In particular, if u is a weak solution as defined 
above, 5 is replaced by Du and c = 0; then we know 
F(Du)<c c A,(., Du) D”u~L’(f2). 
IalSm 
(ii) By simple calculations we get with (Al) and (Fl)(ii) 
,,zm IA&, t>~al hc(f’~~~+ 1 A.W,) 
lal<m 
a.e. in 0 for all <, FE UP and with a contant c > 0. This inequality is impor- 
tant in later proofs. 
(iii) In (A3)(2) the condition is related to the s-condition introduced 
by Browder in [6]: 
,.zm A.(T)~~~K,,~~mA,(4)5,+~ c A,(f)& forevw~>O. . lal<m 
It is easy to see that an operator satisfies (A3)(2) if the e-condition is valid 
for &=k for all k ,<m and with the additional assumption 
c l,~.,A,(-r)(-r,)~cC,.,., A,(<) 5, for all <E R”, 5, > 0 for all a and 
a number ~21. 
For an operator independent of x assumption (Al) implies (A3). But 
(A3) is more general than (Al ) concerning the dependence of the operator 
on u and its derivatives. For the greater generality we have to pay with the 
independence of x because otherwise we cannot apply the transformation 
formula for integrals in the proof of Theorem 8. We are able to deal with 
these operators on star-shaped domains only. 
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Remark 2. (i) Writing Fi( a) instead of F(e,* ), Jensen’s inequality leads 
to 
(ii) If u is a function such that Fi(u)eL’(Q) we conclude from 
(Fl)(ii) that 
I, Fit I 4X)1) dx G Ki IQ Fi(U(x)) dx. 
(iii) We use the following argument frequently: Let u E VP(Q) such 
that F(Du) E L’(Q) and let U, be the mollification of u. If in addition the 
equation Du, = (Du), := ((D”u),),,, s m is valid, we obtain U, + u in 
P+‘(Q) and 
f’(Du,) = f’((DuM G (Wu)), (2) 
from Jensen’s inequality. Since 11 (F(Du)), - F(Du)ll 0,, + 0 as E + 0 and 
(F(Du)), (x) + F(Du(x)) a.e. in 52 modulo a subsequence, the convergence 
theorem of Vitali gives us the equi-integrability of ((F(Du)),) and by (2) we 
get that one of (F(Du,)). As F(Du,(x)) + F(Du(x)) a.e. in 52 we have 
II Wu,) - WuNl,,, + 0 as E + 0 again by the theorem of Vitali. 
Remark 3. It is not known whether there exists a weak solution on the 
condition (Al), but with an additional coercivity condition R. Landes 
proved the existence of a weak solution of the Dirichlet problem (cf. [ 171). 
Consider the following assumptions: 
(Sl ) For any f, g E (W;+‘(Q))* and U, v E IQp(Q) such that Au =f, 
Au = g, there exists a sequence (v,) c C,“(Q) such that (i) uj -+ v in W?p(sZ) 
and (ii) (Au, vi) -+ (Au, v). 
(S2) For any f, g E ( Wm,“(sZ))* and U, v E P,p(Q) such that Au =S, 
Au = g, there exists a sequence (vi) c C”(W) such that (i) vi + v in Wm,p(Q) 
and (ii) (Au, uj) + (Au, v). 
Assuming (Sl) or (S2), respectively, it is easy to prove the uniqueness of 
a weak solution: 
THEOREM 1. Let ~2 be a bounded open domain and A an operator with 
assumption (Al), (A2) or (A3). Assume (Sl) holds. Thenforfe (W?r(Q))* 
the Dirichlet problem Au =f has at most one weak solution. If u and v are 
weak solutions assoziated to f and g then the following equality holds: 
(Au-Au,u-v)=(f-g,u-v). 
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ProoJ Let (uj), (uj) be the sequences corresponding to (Sl ). Then we 
may test with uj - vi and obtain (Au - Au, uj - vj) = (f-g, uj- uj). With 
(Sl) and standard convergence arguments in L’ the conclusion is obvious. 
Similarly, one proves the corresponding statement for the Neumann 
problem. 
THEOREM 2. Let 52 be a bounded open domain and A an operator with 
assumption (Al), (A2) or (A3). Assume (S2) holds. Then for f E ( Wm~p(Q))* 
the Neumann problem Au =f has at most one weak solution. If u and u are 
weak solutions associated with f and g then the following equality holds: 
(Au-Au,u-u)=(f-g,u-u). 
Remark 4. If we suppose that there exists a c > 0 such that 
then furthermore we get stability: 
Cll~-Ull&‘6 Ilf-gll~m,, in the Dirichlet case 
and 
c II 2.4 - fJ II Lg l 6 II f-g II :t7++ in the Neumann case. 
It is our aim now to establish the existence of sequences as assumed in 
(Sl ) and (S2). We will see that this is possible under suitable smoothness 
conditions on the boundary XJ of Q. 
Of course it is not difficult to satisfy (i). The main problem is to establish 
the convergence condition (ii). 
The inequality of Remark 1 (ii) shows that the limit is an L’-function 
and that the assertion follows from Vitali’s convergence theorem if we are 
able to prove F(;(ouj) -+ F(Du) in L’(Q) for every weak solution U. 
The construction of the sequences uj is based on suitable transformations 
of Q. We cannot do it on arbitrary domains. The use of the chain rule or 
the Leibniz rule introduces terms of the form F,(@u) with fl #CC We only 
know F,(D%) E L’(Q) as we saw in Remark l(i). When fl< CI we have to 
prove estimations of the type of Poincare’s inequality; this reduces the class 
of domains in the Neumann case. 
DEFINITION 3. The bounded domain !CJ c RN belongs to the class HE, 
k E F+J u {0}, iff there exists a family { T,} of mappings T,: a + Q, 
p E (0, l] with the following properties: 
(i) T, is the identity. 
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(ii) T, is a diffeomorphism and T,(G?) c Sz for every p E (0, 1). 
(iii) For every multi-index a with 1 a 1 <k, D*T, is a uniformly con- 
tinuous function of (p, x) on (0, l] x Q. 
Remark 5. (i) These conditions were introduced by Heywood 
(cf. [ 151). 
(ii) Note that because of (iii) the derivatives of the inverse D”( T; ‘) are 
uniformly continuous functions of (p, x) on (0, 1 ] x T,(B) (cf. [ 15, p. 791). 
(iii) By setting T,(x) = px star-shaped domains obviously belong to the 
class H;. 
DEFINITION 4. A domain Q c RN is called star-shaped (with respect to 
theorigin)iffg,:={yE(WNIy=px,xESZ}~SZforeverypE(O,1). 
DEFINITION 5. A domain Q E RN is said to have the segment property 
iff there exist a locally finite open covery (Oi} of aQ and corresponding 
vectors y’ such that x + ry’ E Q whenever x E Sz n Qi and 0 < t < 1. 
Remark 6. Comparing the Definitions 4 and 5 one may ask if there 
might be a connection between star-shaped domains and those having the 
segment property, because both allow to transform the boundary or parts 
of it into the domain itself. In the Appendix, we give an example of a star- 
shaped domain without the segment property. 
DEFINITION 6. A bounded domain Q c RN has the @‘-regularity 
property iff there exist one-to-one transformations Qj corresponding to a 
finite open covery ( Vi}; of 32 such that 
(i) Qj(Uj) = B(0, 1) = B = { XE[W~(IXI cl}, @j(UjnQ) = B+ 
= (x E B ( x,,, > 0) for every j = l,..., n; 
(ii) Qje Cog’, @;’ EC?(B) for allj= l,..., n; 
(iii) there is a 6 >O such that Q, := {x~Qldist(x, XJ)<a} c 
U:z, @,-‘(40, 4)); 
(iv) for some integer R, the intersection of R + 1 different sets Uj is 
empty. 
Remark 7. For a detailed discussion of regularity properties of 
domains see Fraenkel [9] and Wloka [26]. 
SOME GENERALIZATIONS OF THE POINCARB INEQUALITY 
Usually the Poincare inequality gives an estimation for the norm of a 
function u of a Sobolev or a Sobolev-Orlicz space by the norm of the 
gradient of u (cf. Amick [2], Courant and Hilbert [ 81, Gossez [ 111, Kuf- 
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ner [16], Morrey [19], Palmieri [21]). In the present paper we want to 
prove similar estimations for a function u of a Sobolev space, however, we 
do not consider the norms but rather integrals over a convex nonnegative 
function F(u). 
THEOREM 3. Let Q c RN be a bounded open domain and u E W,$‘(sZ). The 
mapping F: R”+ R satisfies (Fl) and FJc?~u)E L’(Q) for an arbitrary 
k E ( l,..., s} and ie {l,..., N). Then there exist constants c > 0 and K E (0, 1) 
such that FJlcu) E L’(Q) and 
i 
F,Jw(x)) dx < c Fk(aiu(x)) dx. 
R f R 
Proof Compare R. Landes [ 18, p. 232, Proposition 91. 
THEOREM 4. Let Q c RN be a bounded, open, convex domain and 
UE W’,‘(Q). The mapping F: R” -+ R satisfies (Fl) and Fk(8,u) E L’(Q) for 
all i = l,..., N and some k E ( l,..., s}. Then there exist constants c,, c2 > 0 and 
a IC > 0 such that Fk(lcu) E L’(O) and 
[ 
R 
FJm(x)) dx < c, i 1 F,Jaiu(x)) dx + czF,t 
j=, fJ 
(1 jQWd.l). (3) 
Proof: We will use the inequality 
dN N 
Iu(x)-u,I <- SC NlQl Q;,I 
I?l,u(y)l(~-yl’~~dy a.e. in52 (4) 
with u R := (l/lQl) so u(y) dy and d:= diam Q (for the proof see Gilbarg 
and Trudinger [ 10, S. 155, Lemma 7.161). As FJt) is convex and 
monotone for t > 0 we obtain 
F/AK I @)I ) G P’,@K I u(x) - u, I) + tFd2~ I u, I) (5) 
with K > 0. 
We now define a measure p for every XEQ by 
~(fi)=,,@,=j~ lx-yl’pNdy for all Lebesgue measureable sets a. 
Obviously we have 
O<dl-N JSZI <p,@),<do, for all x E Q. 
Using (4), Jensen’s inequality, the monotonicity of Fk(t) for nonnegative t, 
and the new measure we get 
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Thus 
We now choose K such that 0 < 2rc(dN+‘oN/l D I) < 1 and 
0 < 214 l/l 52 I ) < 1; then we have 
For the second term of (5) we get 
i F/c@x lu,l)dx R 
such that 
I Fk(K 1 u(X)1 )dx G R ~i~~~~h(Ia,.(x)I)dX+~Fk(I~~u(l.)dy/). 
With the help of (Fl)( ) ii we estimate the left-hand side 
jQ F/c(K 1 +)I) dx 2$ i, FdK@)) dx, 
and as in the Remark 2(ii) we have 
j  
a 
Fk( I aiU(X)I) dx G Kk jD Fk(aidx)) dx. 
Thus we have proved the desired inequality (3). 
Now we are able to prove the Poincare inequality on domains having 
the Co,‘-regularity property. 
THEOREM 5. Let Oc RN be a bounded open domain with the Co*‘- 
regularity property and u E k@‘(Q). The mapping F: R” + R satisfies (Fl ) 
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and Fk(aiu) E L’(Q) for some k E (l,..., s) and all i= l,..., N. Then there exist 
constants c,, c2 > 0 and a T E (0, 1) such that Fk(zu) E L’(Q) and 
j 
R 
Fk(tu(x)) dx< c, $ j FJaiu(x)) dx+ c F 
i-1 a 
2 i(~jaW-+l)- 
Proof: Since Q is bounded there are a finite number of sets Bj, 
j= l,..., r, covering &2 and Co,‘-transformations { Qj}; each mapping 
Bin Q onto the hemisphere Bt (cf. Definition 6). Furthermore, there are 
open balls Bj, j= r + l,..., n, such that Bj c Q for all j= r + l,..., n and 
iku:‘=, Bj. 
If {cpj}; is a partition of unity with respect to {B,}; we may write 
u(x)= c;=, v,(x) u(x). 
Let 0 < z < 1; then with the help of Jensen’s inequality we get 
<fj cPj(x) F~(Tu(x)) dx 
/=I * 
F/JTu(x)) dx + f j F,(Tu(x)) dx. 
j=r+~ 4 
As the transformation formular for integrals is valid if the transformation is 
one-to-one and Lipschitz continuous only (cf. Rado and Reichelder- 
fer [22]), by setting Yj:= @,- ’ we obtain 
5 B,n L2 &b44) dx = jB+ f’k(TuW,(y))h det YXY)I dy 
dL ! B+ F/c(Tu((yi(Y))) 4 
because there are constants 1, L > 0 such that 
16 max 1 det !Pj(y)( d L. 
,,tB+ 
/= I. . ..r 
Thus 
Since all B,‘s for j = r + l,..., n and B+ are convex and uo !Pj~ W’,‘(B+) we 
may apply Theorem 4: 
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With K > 0 and c appropriate to Theorem 4 and suitable for each Bj, 
j = r + l,..., n, and B+ we obtain with r = PK, p E (0, l), 
s F,(ru(x)) dx R 
=I, +I*. 
As a Lipschitz continuous function is a.e. differentiable, the chain rule 
holds for au( Yj( y))/8yi a.e. in B+ (cf. [ 16, p.279, Lemma 5.7.31). 
Further writing Yj = ( Yj, ,..., YjN) there exists an M> 0 such that 
max a Yj,( y) Q M 
I I i.l.J ayi 
a.e. in B+. 
Thus for each j = l,..., r and each i = l,..., N we obtain 
This leads to 
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Now we may choose p such that O<p max(NA4, 1-l) < 1. Setting 
CT: = max(p max(NA4, I-‘), p) we have O-C O-C 1 and 
I, d i CL 
j= 1 
uFk( 1 aju(x)l ) dx + aFk 4~) dy I)1 
and 
After eliminating the absolute values in the arguments of the first terms, as 
we have done it in previous proofs, we obtain 
with suitable constants C, and c2. 
EXISTENCE OF APPROXIMATING SEQUENCES IN C,“(Q) 
Now we are in the position to construct sequences with the properties 
desired in the assumption (Sl ). 
First we study the case where Q belongs to the class If;. 
LEMMA 1. Let Sz c RN be a bounded open domain belonging to the class 
Hr and let u E WzJ’(Q). Consider T, as in Definition 3, S, := T; 1 and 
Q2,:=T,(Q)CQ,pE(0,1).Set 
u,,(x) : = 
i 
4‘q-a for xEQ, 
0 for x 12 Q\Q,. 
Then up E W?P(Q) for each p E (0, 1) and the chain rule holrkr for 
D%,(x), x E Qp and all u with 1 ~11 Gm, i.e., 
Wu(S,(x))) = c P~‘(x)(DBuWpbH~ lSl=Glal 
where P$) is a polynomial of degree I B I in derivatives of order < I a I of the 
components of S. 
Proof: Simple calculations. 
By induction one shows the following representation of the chain rule, 
which turns out to be very useful. 
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LEMMA 2. With the assumptions of Lemma 1 the following equation 
holds for every a with 1 a 1 <m, and all x E 52,, and with the notation S, = 
(S,, ,.*., &J: 
D”(U,,(X))= (D”U), (X) fi (aiSpJx))“+ 1 (“‘)p tx) ‘f’ 
!=I p<z 
where P#‘) is a polynomial in derivatives of S, of order 2 1 with the property 
that every term of the sum contains at least one factor converging to zero in 
CO(Q,) for p -+ 1. 
Remark 8. Note that 11 a,S,,, )I eCR,,) -+ 6, as p + 1, i, k E { l,..., N) and 
II D’S,, II <%2,,) -0 as p-1 for (a( 22. Further I/det Tb-1 Il~,n,+O and 
(I det S;, - 1 I/ C+(R,,I --) 0 as p --) 1. 
LEMMA 3. Let Sz c l&IN he a bounded open domain of the class H; and 
UE W;J’(Q). Let F satisfy (F2) and F(Du)E L’(Q). Then there exist a K>O 
and a sequence (u,) c C,X (Q) such that 
(a) Iluj-ullm.p+O~ 
(b) IIF(tcDuj)-F(tcDu)~~,,,+0asj+oo. 
Proof Using Lemma 2 and Remark 8 a straightforward computation 
shows (a). We want to prove (b) with the help of Vitali’s convergence 
theorem. To do this we have to show that (F(rcDu,)) is equi-integrable. 
Remembering (F2)(i), (ii) and Remark 2(i), and applying Lemma 1 with a 
K > 0 we obtain for every a with ) a I f m 
Fct(KsD”Upj(X)) d KaFm 
( 
KS C I P$‘(x)I I (D’U)(Spj(X))I 
ILJI~I~I ) 
~~,~,~,r,F,(KSCS.I(~BU)p,(~)I). 
In this inequality s’ denotes the number of all j? with ) jI I < I a I and c is a 
constant with 
max sup I P$(x)l d c for all p E (0, 1). 
IBI G Ial XCQp 
Thus it is enough to prove the equi-integrability of 
(F,(Kscs’ I(&) .(x)1)). PI 
By successive application of Theorem 3 there exist a K > 0 and a c’ > 0 
such that for any fl <a 
s 
F,(tccs~‘I(D~u),(x)l)dx 
R 
< c’ 
i F,( I (D”u)pj (x) 1) dx < const s F,(D”u(y)) dy R a 
d const I FP(Y)) 4 < 00 R 
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by using the transformation formula for integrals, (F2)(ii), (iii), and the 
uniform boundedness of det ( Sbi) - ‘. 
Applying (F2)(iv) additionally for those /? with ( /3 1 = 1 a ( or 1 /I ( < ( ~11 
but fi k a we obtain J’JKo’ ) (Dau),,, I ) E L’(Q) for all /I with (fl I d I CI 1. 
Analogously we get 
Fz(a”u)EL’(i2) witha E>O. 
For a 6 > 0 choose y > 0 such that for 52’ c Q, we have I Q’ I < y and 
This is possible since (1 det(S;,))’ II pcO, 2 ,I > 0 and F,(P@n) E L’(Q). Then 
d Kx ,,;,., Js (W J’,(@~Y))I det(Sb,(y))-’ I @ 5 
d K, ,y& II Wf$,)- ’ II ecn) I 7 
Thus we have the equi-integrability of F(lcDu,) and we may apply Vitali’s 
theorem and obtain 
Now let u,,,,: be the mollification of up, with 0 <E < dist(Q,,, %2); then 
II%,,,+ = (D’u,,,),:. Therefore with Remark 2(iii) there exists a sequence (E,) 
such that up,“, satisfies (a) and (b). 
THEOREM 6. Let f2 c RN be a bounded open domain of class HT. The 
operator A satisfies (A2). Then (Sl ) is valid, 
Proof: Let S, ge ( W~J’(Q))* and U, v such that Au =f, Au =g and 
(vi) c C,“(Q) an approximation of v as in Lemma 3. For a subsequence 
denoted in the same way we have 
C A,(x, Du(x)) D”Vj(X) + C A,(x, h(x)) D%(X) a.e. in 52. 
1x1 <m Ial<m 
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With the aid of the inequality of Remark 1 (ii) we obtain 
and 
1 A.(-, Du) D”v E L’(Q) 
lrldm 
; , f: A,(,Du)rD’vjlQ;(cF(KDvj)+ c A,(.,Du)D”u . 
I <ml lal<m > 
Because of Lemma 3 (F(rcDv,)) is equi-integrable by Vitali’s theorem. Thus 
(C , zI G m A .( ., Du) D’vj) is equi-integrable and again Vitali’s theorem 
proves that (Sl) is valid with the sequence (vi). 
Now we want to prove a similar statement on domains with segment 
property. 
THEOREM 7. Let 52 c RN be a bounded open domain having the segment 
property. The operator A satisfies (Al ). Then (Sl ) is valid. 
Proqf (a) Let { 0): be the finite open covery of X2 existing by virtue of 
the segment property and 0, c a an open set such that D c UkEO Qi. 
Because of the segment property we have 0: : = {x + ty’ 1 x E 0 A O;} c 52 
for each t E (0, 1) and each iE {l,..., k) where y’ is the vector corresponding 
to Qi. Furthermore we have 
df : = dist(Q:, X2) > 0 for i= l,..., k. 
Let (cp,}: be a partition of unity with respect to {Q,}; with Cf= 0 vi = 1 on 
52 and cpi~C$‘(Qi), i=O, l,..., k. Thus v = Cl= 0 v. vi. We define 
v:(x) : = Cv ’ cPi)tx - tY’) 
for XEQ: 
0 for x elsewhere 
for i = l,..., k 
and 
v&(x) : = (v. q&s). 
With d{, : = dist(supp cpO, %2) we have 
y: : =dist(supp vi, &2) 3 d; > 0. 
Further we have V;E W;;.P(sZ) since VE W;;sP(s2). Because of the invariance 
of the L”-norm under translations, we obtain 11 D”v: - D’(v. ~p~)lj~,~ + 0 as 
t + 0 for all a with 1 a ( < m and all i E { 0, l,..., k}. 
For fixed t E (0, 1) let vi&x) : = (v. 40~)~ (x - ty’) be the Friedrichs’ 
mollification of vi with 0 <E < 7:. Thus P?&(x) = (D”v:), (x) for all XE Q 
and 
1) D%;, - D”vf 11 O,p -+ 0 as c+Oforallcrwith Ial <mm. 
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Particularly with 0 <E < min,,,,.....,(y:) we have 
G i /lv~~-~U.(Pillm,p+o as .s-+Oandthent+O. 
i=O 
(b) With a positive number p the Leibniz rule gives us 
where (T, is the number of the terms in the sum of the Leibniz rule. As 
q, E C,l- (0,) the term ) DXppcp, I is bounded and we may choose p such that 
O<pmaxlj.,.~a,(g)lD ’ “cpil 6 K < 1 with K of Theorem 3. With the con- 
sideration of remark 2(ii) this leads to 
Applying Theorem 3 successively we have 
j F,(lcD%(x - ty’)) dx 6 cj” FJD”u(x - ty’)) dx. 
5L R 
Thus 
j F(pWdx<;, ; 
R 
J$ F,(D”v(x-ty’))dx 
a Qrn 52 
<c F(Dv(x-ty’))dx<cc 
5 R 
because the L*-norm is invariant under translations. 
In a manner similar to that in Remark 2(iii) we obtain 
II F(pDv:,,,)- F(pDv:)(l,,,, -0 as .j- =. 
Let (tj) c (0, 1) be a sequence converging to zero. According to 6 > 0 
choose r] > 0 such that for 52, c Q we have ) a, 1 < rl and 
s F~(k.~D%(x)()dx<b. % 
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With Q,+?,y’:={x~Q(x=z+t,y’, ZEQ,) we have 
lQy+tjYil<? 
and 
I R, + f&v 
F,(KIDb(X-ttlyi)l)dX=/ F,(K(DU(X)l)dX<6. 
% 
Thus (F(pDt$)) is equi-integrable. Further F(pDu>(x)) --f F(pD(u. q,)(x)) 
a.e. in 52 and the convergence theorem of Vitali leads to 
II F(PDu:J) - F(PD(u ’ Cpi))llCl,l + 0 as j+co. 
Then we can construct a sequence sj such that for i = 0, l,..., k 
II e, - 0 . ‘pi II m,p --) 0 
and 
II mq) - QPWU~ cpi))llO., -+ 0 
and we obtain as in the proof of Theorem 6 that (St) is valid now with 
1’, = x;= () c;;, . 
Finally we study star-shaped domains. 
THEOREM 8. Let 52 c RN he a bounded and star-shaped open domain. The 
operator A satisfies (A 1) or (A3). Then (Sl ) is valid. 
Proof. With (Al) the proof is similar to that of Theorem 6, except that 
(Fl ) is sufficient. 
If A satisfies (A3) we consider the transformation 
c,,(x) : = 
i 
e.dP 1 for XEQ,, 
0 for .Y E O\O,, 
with 0 < p0 < p < 1 for some p,, and Sz, given in Definition 4. After 
mollifying up it is obvious that upa + up and u, + u in W;rS(B). Thus we 
now have to prove (Au, up& --+ (Au, u). 
This proof proceeds similarly to the proofs above after we take into 
account the following estimation. 
= c ~-‘“‘A,(~u(x))(~“u),, (xl 
lorl<m 
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+ PO”C ,Jm Mw,w~),] (x). [ _ E 
Note that E,alGm A((~~),W”v),) is equi-integrable because of the 
transformation formula for integrals. 
As a result of this section we state: 
SUMMARY 1. We have shown that the assumption (Sl) holds if the 
operator A satisfies 
i,:l,/~;;;or(A3,/ 
and the bounded open domain 
(i ) is of class H; 
(ii) has the segment property . 
(iii) is star-shaped 
EXISTENCE OF APPROXIMATING SEQUENCES IN C"(s) 
Obviously we cannot construct the sequences in the same way as in the 
Dirichlet case, but the proofs of convergence run analogously. Since we 
have the Poincare inequality for UE wm”(L2) only on domains with Co,‘- 
regularity property we can prove the existence of a suitable sequence only 
on such domains, although the construction of the sequence is based on the 
segment property of the domain. 
THEOREM 9. Let S2 c RN be a bounded open domain with Co,‘-regularity 
property. The operator A satisfies (A2). Then (S2) is valid. 
Proof: The construction of the sequence (v,) is the same as that used by 
Agmon in [ 1, p. 11 Theorem 2.11 when he shows that the set 
{uGWN) Iuln} . d 1s ense in VP(Q) (1 <p < 00 ). The demonstration of 
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the convergence (Au, 0,) + (Au, u) proceeds in the same way as in the 
proof of Theorem 7. But we have to apply Theorem 5 instead of 
Theorem 3. The assumption of Theorem 5 that all Fk(aiu) E L’(8) for all 
i = l,..., N can be easily verified becnuse of (F2)(iv) guaranteed by (A2). 
Remark 9. It is easy to see that an assertion similar to Theorem 8 holds 
in the Neumann case as well. 
SUMMARY 2. We have shown the validity of (S2) if the operator A 
satiTfie.5 
(i) (AZ) 
(ii) (Al) or (A3) 
and the bounded open domain 
(i) has the Co.‘-regularity property 
(ii) is star-shaped 
APPENDIX: EXAMPLE OF A STAR-SHAPED DOMAIN 
WITHOUT SEGMENT PROPERTY 
Consider the bounded domain Q c R* which we obtain from the unit cir- 
cle B(0, 1) by adding certain “teeth” to the upper semicircle, becoming 
small near the point (0, l), which is a limit point of these teeth. 
We want to describe the teeth using the notations of Fig. 1: 
The angle 3: A2,0B2, is denoted by 02,. The boundary parts a*,, and c2,, 
are parallel to d2,, which is the radial vector bisecting @*,,. The boundary 
FIGURE 1 
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part bz, is part of the arc x2 +y2 = r:,, with radius r2,, > 1. The angle 
between the positive axes is divided into a monotone decreasing sequence 
of angles (@,). There exists one tooth Z2,, according to every second angle 
e2,,. The radii r2,, of the arcs appertaining to b2,, converge to 1. 
We define 
Q=B(O, 1)u ; Z,“. 
n=l 
It is easy to see that this domain is star-shaped. 
In order to contradict the conditions of the segment property, note that 
each finite open coverty (Vi}: of the boundary XJ contains one set Ui 
which contains at least one whole tooth. But then the conditions of the 
segment property cannot be valid. 
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